Abstract. It is wel1-known that evolutionary algorithms succeed in optimizing some functions efficiently and fai! for others. Therefore, one would like to classify fitness functions as more or less hard to optimize for evolutionary algorithms. The aim of this paper is to clarify limitations and possibi!ities for classifications of fitness functions from a theoretical point of view. We distinguish two different types of classifications, descriptive and anaIytical ones. We shortly discuss three widely known approaches, namely the NK-model, epistasis variance, and fitness distance correlation. Furthermore, we consider another recent measure, bit-wise epistasis. We discuss shortcomings and counter examples for all four measures and use this to motivate a discussion about possibilities and limitations of classifications of fitness functions in a broader context.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms are general search heuristics that can be used for global optimization. They are typically applied when there is not much knowledge about the objective function and there is no time for intense investigation of the problem. This is due to the circumstance that evolutionary algorithms are relatively simple to implement and that they are thought to be robust. Robustness means that evolutionary algorithms show above-average performance on almost any objective function, whereas more specialized optimization tools are superior on the dass of objective functions they are designed for, but inferior on all of the other functions. This popular point of view is visualized in a well-known figure in Goldberg's famous book on genetic algorithms (GAs) [12] and can be found impli citly and explicitly in many papers.
On the other hand, it is quite well-known that , averaged over alt different fitness functions, all optimization algorithms (including a pure random walk) perform equalIy if one uses the number of different function evaluations as a performance measure [28] . It is not useful to argue that taking only the different function evaluations into account is not appropriate for evolutionary algorithms. Using a dictionary, it can easily be achieved that no point in the search space is actually sampled twice. Furthermore, sampling any point more often than once obviously cannot improve the performance of an algorithm.
In spite of the correctness of this 'no-free-lunch theorem' [28] the result is not too interesting. It is easy to see that averaging over all different fitness functions does not match the situation of black-box optimization in practice . It can even be shown that in more realistic optimization seenarios there can be no such thing as a no-freelunch theorem [8] .
We conclude that the classification of objective functions, in order to determine whether they can be successfully optimized by (certain) evolutionary algorithms, is both practically relevant and theoretically justified . Before objective functions are optimized by evolutionary algorithms there usually is some mapping to a fitness function . We omit this step, that is subject to research in itself, and directly consider the optimization of fitness functions . In order to simplify the task we restriet ourselves to fitness functions f : {O, l}" -+ R We know that the optimization of functions g : IR n -+ IR may lead to different techniques. Already the analysis of evolutionary algorithms heavily depends on the chosen representation, whether it is discrete or continuous, see, for example, Rudolph's analyses of evolution strategies [25] . But in concrete implementations on digital computers real numbers are (in most cases implicitly) mapped to bit strings. Thus, we do not consider our simplification to be a fundamental restriction .
We distinguish two different types of classifications, namely descriptive and analytical ones. A descriptive classification defines a class of fitness functions with some common property. It can be considered to be helpful in our context if this property can be related to the difficulty of optimizing these functions . Note, that it may be a hard problem to decide whether a given fitness function belongs to the defined class.
An analytical classification is a kind of algorithm that takes a fitness function as input and yields some kind of classifying attribute as output. Typically, the output is some number, but more complex attributes may be, and are also used.
Maybe the best kind of analytical classification one would like to have is the following. Assume we have a set of optimization algorithms {A I , .. . , An}. Then we look for a classification algorithm that takes a fitness function as input and computes the index i of the optimal algorithm A i for f. By applying first the c1assification algorithm and then the optimization algorithm A i we want to reduce the time needed to optimize f . The no-free-lunch theorem rules out that such a classification is possible for all fitness functions . In fact, the best that can be achieved is an improvement on a proper subclass of an functions. Thus, it is a necessary element of such an analytical c1assification that the dass of functions it works wen for is defined . We see the need for a combination of analytical and descriptive classification s here .
The problem of c1assification of fitness functions has already been subject to intense research, probably most often in the context of GA-hardness. Among the most prominent hardness measures are epistasis variance [4] and fitness distance correlation [17] . An overview can be found in [20] . Another approach can be seen in
